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Queues for migration and citizenship get longer and
longer

As of April 30 this year, there were over 200,000 citizenship applications being processed by the Department of
(SBS)
Home Affairs, and perhaps a comparable number of permanent residency applications.
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According to the Department of Home Affairs, the average time from lodging an application to receiving citizenship has been stretched from 12 to 16
months.
The information was revealed to the Senate earlier this week when Home Affairs officer Luke Mansfield responded to queries relating to citizenship
applications.
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According to Mr Mansfield, while the amount of applications continues to increase, the type of applications has also changed, with a spike from people
who arrived in Australia years ago without any identity documentation.
[ /yourlanguage/punjabi/en/article/2017/10/20/citizenship-application-backlog-mounts-120000?cid=inbody:queues-for-migration-and-citizenship-getlonger-and-longer ]

Citizenship application backlog mounts to 120,000
The Department of Immigration and Border Protection will process all citizenship applications received before 1 July 2018 under the current citizenship
law.
The Senate committee was told that tightened national security requirements, as well as growth in the number of applications, has led to an increase in
processing time of citizenship applications.
Mr Mansfield also mentioned that complaints about the processing times have also increased.
Confirming that as of April 30, more than 200,000 citizenship applications "are on hand", he stated that this number included applications still to be
assessed and in the process of being scrutinised, as well as people who have not attended citizenship ceremonies.
Meanwhile, SBS Punjabi has received several reports from listeners and members from the Punjabi community about an inordinate amount of time being
taken to process permanent residency applications.
In an interview with SBS Punjabi, Sahil Sharma from Queensland's Gold Coast bemoaned the frequently shifting goal posts, when it comes to permanent
residency applications.
[ /yourlanguage/punjabi/en/article/2018/05/21/frequent-changes-migration-rules-sour-migrants-australian-dream?cid=inbody:queues-for-migration-andcitizenship-get-longer-and-longer ]

'Frequent' changes in migration rules sour migrants’ Australian dream
Many migrants on temporary visas are staring at an uncertain future, despite having spent years chasing their Australian dream, due to “frequently
changing” migration rules.
He says that ever since he set foot in Australia as a student in 2008, whenever the time came to lodge a PR application, the rules changed.
"My course of commercial cookery was removed from the Skilled Occupation list, so I couldn't apply in 2010."
After that, the IELTS requirements were changed, the rules to residency after working on a 457 visa also changed, and it was only in November 2016 that
Mr Sharma could apply for an RSMS visa.
"It is now more than 18 months and I still don't know the outcome. I've lived here, worked here, studied, paid my fees and all the taxes, yet I don't know
what the future holds."
Mr Sharma's experience has been echoed by many others on SBS Punjabi's Facebook page, after which SBS Punjabi contacted the Department of
Home Affairs.
We requested for the latest data about the number of permanent residency applications still in the pipeline and also asked a question about the success
rate of these applications - how many on average get rejected.
A spokesperson for the Department wrote back to SBS Punjabi saying, "We have nothing further to add to our Senate Estimate
statements."
If you have an experience with the Department of Home Affairs regarding migration or citizenship, and would like to share with the SBS Punjabi team,
please email manpreet.singh@sbs.com.au [ mailto:manpreet.singh@sbs.com.au ]

Follow SBS Punjabi on Facebook [ http://www.facebook.com/sbspunjabi ] and Twitter [ http://www.twitter.com/sbspunjabi
].
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Federal government to create a new visa category
Nationals MP Damian Drum says work is underway to roll out a new agricultural visa. Dubbed the 'Ag visa', it will help direct migrants into rural industries.
[ /yourlanguage/punjabi/en/article/2018/05/16/most-common-reasons-australian-citizenship-refusals?cid=inbody:queues-for-migration-and-citizenship-getlonger-and-longer ]

The most common reasons for Australian citizenship refusals
Over 4,000 migrants were refused Australian citizenship last year. Here are some of the most common reasons that can have your citizenship application
knocked back.
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Skilled migrants do more good than harm to Australia, says new study
At a time when the debate on decreasing the annual intake of permanent migrants is underway, this research shows that skilled migrants contribute
handsomely to Australia’s GDP by paying taxes.
[ /yourlanguage/punjabi/en/article/2018/04/13/immigration-tweak-likely-hit-indians?cid=inbody:queues-for-migration-and-citizenship-get-longer-and-longer
]

Australian visa tweak likely to hit Indian migrants the hardest
Migration agents are predicting the government's decision to merge a new visa for New Zealanders with the Skilled Independent (subclass 189) program
will negatively impact Indian migrants.
[ /yourlanguage/punjabi/en/audiotrack/government-plans-tighten-citizenship-requirements-july?cid=inbody:queues-for-migration-and-citizenship-getlonger-and-longer ]

Government plans to tighten citizenship requirements before July
Whilst thousands of migrants marked Australia Day by taking oath as the newest citizens of the nation, the road to citizenship for many others could soon
be made harder. SBS News has confirmed that after being knocked back once, the Turnbull government plans to have a second go at passing its
citizenship changes in the first half of this year.
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